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an important facet of vocal technique, and the heart
of the discussion found in the book, singing: the
mechanic and technic is the relationship between
hard and soft targets. william vennard explains
that?the soft target is the part of the voice that is
highly controlled by what we call non-musical
sounds, such as breath, laughter, noise, sweat,
talking and coughing. the non-musical sounds can
and will affect the voice to a great degree.?
therefore, a teacher must take into account all of
these sounds in the studio situation and not only the
musical notes. vocal production will also be
controlled by the strength of the breath and the
muscle development in the abdomen and chest.
some teachers will teach a student to breathe in
through the nose, and others will teach the student
to breathe in through the mouth. however, unless
the student has a strong abdomen, the breathing will
still control the singing sound. the voice should also
adjust to the pressure and flow of air. this, in turn,
controls the breath support system and the type of
voice. the voice will also be controlled by the level of
elasticity of the vocal folds. the end result of all of
this is that a student should be able to sing
professionally in singing classes, choirs and
ensembles, theater or opera (the musical stage), and
church. in this article, william vennard will describe
the relationship between the technical quality of the
sound and the motor muscles. the same anatomical
area that controls the voice also controls the breath,
the neck and throat, the jaws and teeth. these
muscles are the?articulators.? they are the muscles
the speech therapists use to loosen the jaws, open
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the mouth, and contract the tongue. they are also
used by dentists to shape the teeth and by
orthodontists to straighten the jaw.
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in 1963, lindquest published the voice-- the
mechanism of singing, which was, to quote the new
york times, "a pioneer work on the anatomy of the

human vocal apparatus." lindquest's book is
recognized as the first thorough study of vocal

anatomy and the first standard text on the human
voice. in 1967, lindquist hired william vennard as a

research fellow. vennard discovered that the primary
cause of loss of power in the singing voice is inability

to contain the breath. he developed the breath
support system that we know today as the vennard

technique. he also developed exercises to address all
four of the key concerns, or problems, that a singer
might have. vennard went on to become a professor

of voice at usc. the first edition of singing, the
mechanism and the technic (1967) was a very short

book in which he developed, from his own
experience, the breath support system that i use in
my teaching, and the exercises that are at the heart
of my practice. at this time, he was working on the
first of the three books that he would write over the
next fifteen years. his next book, music and voice
(1971), introduced the vennard technique, as a

means of addressing the four key concerns. in the
three books and in the lectures that he would give
over the next fifteen years, he would develop the
model of how the vennard technique addressed

those four concerns and also introduced many other
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aspects of the singing voice that are still used in his
teaching. william vennard's teaching was very

instrumental in creating the vennard technique as it
is used today. his books are a wonderful resource for
the entire profession. his future books are sure to be

a part of our history. 5ec8ef588b
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